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Dig (formerly Dig Inn1) has built a winning concept: deliver a delicious vegetable-first menu 

sourced directly from farms, price each meal affordably, and have a team of skilled chefs 

prepare everything on-site, from charred chicken to roasted sweet potatoes. On a typical day, 

it‒sや notや unusualや toや seeや substantialや queuesや formや outsideや Dig‒sや restaurants╇や thankfullyや keptや
moving rapidly by the well-trained staff behind the counter. With almost 30 restaurants in 

New York City, Rye Brook, and Boston as of the time this case was written, and healthy 

venture capital backing, Dig is poised for expansion. 

Founded in 2011, Dig has been shepherded by its management team from a single restaurant 

to a brand withやaやmulticityや reach╆やThisやevolutionやhasや involvedやsignificantやchangesや inやDig‒sや
menu, but also in its operationsめfor example, making its goods available on delivery apps, 

and launching a catering service, in some cases developing a delivery-specific menu.2 As it 

grew, the company had collected data on every aspect of its operations and management, but 

theやfocusやwasやonやperfectingやtheやproductやandやdefiningやDig‒sやidentity╆や“nalyses using data were 

often one-off and involved painstakingly piecing together disparate data sets to answer 

specific questions, rather than relying on more robust systems and reporting tools such as 

dashboards. 

In June 2019, as Dig was ready for its next phase of expansion, the management team realized 

it would need to lean on its data more heavily than it had in the past. With new restaurants 

opening, each as different as the last, it became less and less sustainable to rely on management 

intuition to make decisions. The overarching challenge faced by Shereen Asmat, senior 

manager, data and operational products, and her team was how to support expansion beyond 
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the three cities in which Dig operated╆やSheやwasやawareやthatやasやDig‒sやrestaurantやfootprintやandや
customer base grew, careful attention needed to be paid to every part of its supply chain. 

｠Weやwantやtoやbuildやourやnetworkやinやtheやbestやwayやpossible╇をやsaidや“smat╆や｠“sやweやgrow╇やweやwillや
face increasing complexity: differences in demand, how much local produce and meat we can 

order, the supply of labor and shifting landscape of labor laws in the United States, and other 

factorsやwhichやwillやhaveやanやimpactやonやourやbusiness╆やMyやteam‒sやjobやwillやbeやtoやunlockやtheやinsightsや
inやourやdataやtoやhelpやusやwithやtheseやgrowingやchallenges╆を 

From the Pump Energy Food to Dig Inn 
After graduating from Brown University, Dig founder Adam Eskin worked for Wexford 

Capital, a Greenwich, CT-based private-equity firm. Tasked with searching for business 

concepts, Eskin came across the Pump Energy Food (the Pump), a chain of five Manhattan 

restaurants founded in 1997 by Steve and Elena Kapelonis.3 The Pump was known for its menu 

of high-protein food targeted at fitness enthusiasts, with a menu that featured items such as 

egg white omelets, healthy oils, and salads. Eskin, an associate at Wexford, convinced his firm 

to purchase a majority stake in the Pump, and was subsequently put in charge of the 

investment in December 2006. He made improvements immediately, setting up an office and 

bringing on board a branding expert to refresh theやPump‒sやlogo╇やwebsite, and the look and feel 

of its restaurants.  

With a view to reducing complexity, Eskin pared theやPump‒sやmenuやfromや150 items to a focused 

selection of healthy foods.4 As he continued to make changes to the Pump over the next four 

years, he saw an opportunity to make a major pivot for the chain.   

Heやrecalled╈や｠Iやquicklyやrealized╇やthereやwasやanやuntappedやmarketやforやtheやwayやIやpersonallyやlikeやtoや
eat: fresh, vegetable-driven food you can eat every day. So in 2011, I rebranded the business 

as Dig Inn with a completely new menu focused on local, seasonal produce at an accessible 

priceやpoint╆を5 

Eskin noted that while theや Pump‒sや high-protein, low-fat foods were appealing to the 

bodybuilder crowd, there was a general perception that theseやhealthyやfoodsやwereや｠low-tasteをや
for a broader audience. His key insight was that healthy food could be tasty. Dishes such as 

braised beef with fresh oregano and red wine vinegar, shaved red cabbage with mustard seed 

and Italian parsley, and apple-braised Swiss chard with walnuts could deliver nutrition 

deliciously╆や｠Peopleやwantやmoreやflavorめeatingやisやanやexperienceやforやallやtoやenjoy╇をやEskinやsaid╆ 

Customer response to the rebranding of theやPumpやtoやDigやwasやgreat╈や｠Soやfar╇やtheやresponseやhasや
beenやfantastic╇をやsaidやEskin╆や｠Peopleやhaveやbecomeやaやlotやmoreやknowledgeableやaboutやfoodやandや
health over the last decade, particularly when it comes to where their food comes from and 

how it is preparedめtheyやseemやtoやreallyやappreciateやtheやworkやthatやgoesやintoやour╊philosophy╆を6 
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Dig’s business model: delicious local food at an affordable price 

point 
At the intersection between traditional full-service restaurants and fast-food joints, the fast-

casual sector is small but rapidly growing. It comprises restaurants that typically feature over-

the-counter service, but are more upscale than fast-food chains like McDonald‒sや orや”urgerや
King, in terms of decor, service, and menu. Indeed, a fair share of the segment focuses on 

healthier ingredients than traditional fast food has, and the average fast-casual consumer is 

looking for healthier options. 7 As a result, the typical fast-casual meal costs $12, more than 

twice the average fast-food check size of $5.8 The sector is still small, accounting for only 7.7% 

of the $780 billion in restaurant sales in 2016,9 but it is growing meteorically. In 2018, within 

the top 500 chain restaurant groups in the United States, fast-casual chains generated $42.2 

billion in revenue, up 8% from the year before.10  

At first glance, Dig is similar to many restaurants in the fast-casual sector, but there are some 

keyやdifferences╆や｠Weやdon‒tやthinkやofやourselvesやasやaやfast-casual chain,をやremarkedや“smat╆やIndeed╇や
Dig‒sや conceptやdiffersや fromや thatや ofや otherや fast-casual restaurants in key ways. The company 

focuses on intentional sourcing む a process that focuses on real relationships with small and 

minority-owned farms, creating fair contracts and helping those farmers become more 

sustainable.  Eskin described an early challenge╈や｠Oneやofやourやinitialやstrugglesやwasやfiguringやoutや
what types of dishes to serve on our menuめwhat our customers wanted, and what felt like 

】us.‒ We tried juices, shakes, soups, sandwiches. After a lot of trial and error, we arrived at a 

menuやthat‒sやperfectやforやDig╈やchoose-your-own bowls made from wholesome mains and sides 

thatやareやwayやmoreやsustainingやthanやsalad╆やWeやwantやtoやserveやtheやkindやofやfoodやyou‒dやexpectやinやaや
home-cooked mealめjustやmadeやbyやourやchefs‶を11 

To ensure the company could stay true to this mission while producing appealing menus, Dig 

hired a chief culinary officer, Matt Weingarten, who designed menus including gourmet mains 

and sides,12 and decided to price its meals in the $10 range. Exhibit 1 shows the menu at Dig 

in September 2019. Staying profitable at this price point is a challenge, and it requires a finely-

tuned value chain, from local farms where food is harvested and processed, to restaurants 

where it is cooked and served to customers. 

The value chain—from farmers to chefs to consumers 
At the very top of the value chain lie the local farmers from whom Dig sources its produce. 

Dig usually takes a collaborative approach to working with these farmers and sits down with 

them regularly to map out annual demand and place orders for fulfillment over the seasons. 

This allows the company to nurture its partners and be as efficient as possible in the way it 

procures its products. Eachやday╇やfarmersやandやpartnersやdeliverやproduceやtoやDig‒sやSupplyやCenterや
and then send it out to the restaurants. Dig estimates that it can take as little as three days for 

produce to be picked, refrigerated, driven to Dig restaurants, and prepared by a team of chefs 

in a restaurant. In 2019, Dig is projected to purchase 9 million pounds of vegetables from over 

130 farmersやandやpartnersやandやranchers╇やincludingやｱｰｰ╇ｰｰｰやfromやDigや“cres╇やDig‒sやFarm. 
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“やkeyやpartやofやDig‒sやvalueやchainやisやitsやabilityやtoやworkやwithやandやnurtureやtheseやpartners╇やandやtoや
balance customer needs and tastes with the changing availability of produce in every season. 

Considerableやskillやisやrequiredやtoやtakeやtheやpulseやofやcustomer‒sやlikes and translate these tastes 

into seasonal menus. In the words of Adam Eskin: 

Our chefs face a challenge when cooking with produce that varies with the seasons. 

It‒sやnotやone-size-fits-all cooking in our restaurantsめour chefs have to respond to 

the raw ingredients and adjust recipes based on what they receive fresh from the 

farm. This type of cooking takes more time to teach, especially for our chefs-in-

training, many of whom have never cooked professionally before. We recognize 

this challenge and are committed to mentoring our traineesめfrom knife skills 

classes to trips to the Dig Farm.13 We do this not only to maintain the quality of our 

food but to help our team members grow their culinary careers.14 

Whenやitやcomesやtoやfoodやpreparation╇やDigやalsoやdoesやthingsやdifferently╆や｠Everythingやisやcookedやin 

the restaurant, and every Dig employee is given training in food preparation, with a special 

focusやonやknifeやskills╇をや“smatやnoted. This means every employee can, and does, step in to help 

withやfoodやpreparationやwhenやrequired╆や｠It‒sやimportantやforやusやthatやeveryやemployeeやhaveやthatや
experience with the food we serve, but it also means we need to hire more carefully than our 

competitors. The skill set required to work at Dig is broader than at an average fast-casual 

restaurant╆を 

Preparing every item fresh in every restaurant considerably complicates the staffing challenge. 

Indeed, Dig has to make sure that every restaurant is adequately staffed not only to serve its 

customers but also to prepare the food. This task is made tougher by the fact that demand at 

Dig is very variable and can depend on the time of day, the time of year, the weather, local 

events, and many other factors. 

Staffing is not the only aspect of a Dig restaurant that is structured with a food-first mentality. 

EachやDigやrestaurantやisやuniquelyやdesigned╇やandやaやsignificantやpartやofやtheやrestaurant‒sやspaceやisや
fashioned to ensure fresh food can be prepared, stored, and served. Finished items are 

portioned into large steel bowls and stocked on shelves behind a long counter, designed to 

show off the items and serve customers efficiently. 

The majority of orders at Dig include a bowl, comprising one base (chosen from three options), 

two market sides (chosen from around eight options), and a main (chosen from around six 

options), but customers can also order any of those items alone. Dig also sells a variety of 

drinks and snacks. 

Food ordering and provision are the last crucial links inやDig‒sやvalueやchain╆やTheやbulkやofやDig‒sや
orders happen in-store, as described above, but Dig quickly realized there was a lot of value 

to be captured from off-site orders too. In particular, customers can order food through Dig in 

three ways besides in-store. They can use the app to place an order for pickup in-store, they 

can place an order for delivery, and, finally, Dig has a catering menu for larger orders. 
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Initially╇やtheseやmodalitiesやreliedやheavilyやonやDig‒sやexistingやinfrastructureやforやin-store orders. Dig 

contracted with third-party services to deliver it items, and customers could use those services 

to order from Dig. These options were immediately successful; seven years after its opening, 

no less than 30% of sales at the East 52nd Street restaurant came from deliveries.15 There were, 

however, some issues: Considering every possible option in constructing a Dig bowl, there are 

approximately 1500 possible Dig bowls customers might order, leaving ample room for errors, 

which are impossible to fix once the bowl has left the restaurant. Temperature is also an issue; 

in-store orders are consumed directly. Others might spend 15 to 60 minutes sitting and in 

transport before being consumed. 

As Dig's fast casual business took off, the team was eager to continue to innovate and push the 

boundaries on how customers experienced Dig. As they pored over customer feedback and 

industry trends, it became evident that delivery was a major area of opportunity. Online food 

delivery was an $84.6 billion industry in 2018 16 , but Dig‒sや investigationsや revealedや thatや
customers were tolerating a sub-standard experience, from soggy food to delayed deliveries 

with minimal communication. To tackle this challenge, Dig beta launched Room Service in 

2019 む a brand-new, reimagined delivery service, with an entirely new menu and platform, 

built and optimized specifically for delivery. 

In April 2019, Eskin and his team were looking to expand Dig beyond its current three-city 

footprint. Another 24 units were envisioned, supported by an investment of $20 million, $15 

millionやofやwhichやcameやfromやDannyやMeyer‒sやEnlightenedやHospitality Investments equity fund. 

Dig had previously raised $30 million in a Series D fund led by Avalt, with Monogram Capital 

Partners and Bill Allen, the former CEO of OSI Restaurant Partners.17 

As part of the strategy to expand, the Dig team wanted to ensure that it had visibility over 

every aspect of its value chain. Entering new markets such as Philadelphia, for example, would 

require piecing together a new supply chain that included local farmers, finding locations, 

hiring staff, and designing menus and work schedules. 

The move to data-driven 
Exciting as those expansion plans were, they would come with their own set of challenges. 

Intuition, skill, and experience are powerful tools. Unfortunately, they come with a downside: 

they cannot scale. 

｠We‒veやhistoricallyやhadやaやmeasuredやapproachやtoやgrowth╇をやsaidや“smat. ｠Being in New York 

and having restaurants in one place allowed us to have consistency in food and culture. 

Launching in Boston was our first take at seeing if we can maintain our standards outside the 

city. We needed to find local leadership that could represent the brand. We also needed to get 

used to reducing our reliance on geographic proximity without sacrificing our commitment to 

consistency╆を 

In a new world with many more restaurants, Dig has found it more difficult to concurrently 

use intuition on every restaurant for every decision. Dig would have to start leaning more 
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heavily on its data to assist in decision making, and “smat‒sやteamやwouldやhaveやtoやfigureやoutや
how to use data to inform decisions at every stage in the value chain. 

In some sense, though, using data to make decisions would only be the last stage of this 

journey for Dig. Many accounts of data-driven decision making focus on the last mile: using 

insightful dashboards and complex predictive analytic models, for example. But these efforts 

need a foundation to rest onめa solid, unified, trustworthy data asset that can act as a source 

of truth for the entire company. 

Digやisやnoやexception╇やandや“smatやwasやonlyやtooやawareやofやthis╆や｠It‒sやsoやeasyやtoやfoolやyourselfやintoや
thinking collecting data is the same as collecting useful data, but as soon as you start analyzing 

it, you quickly realize how painful it can be. Take one exampleめour HR data. Out of necessity, 

we‒veやgottenやtoやaやpointやwhereやweやuseやmultipleやsystemsやtoやtrackやourやemployeesやandやtheirやhours╆や
Soやaskingやsimpleやquestionsやlikeや】on average, how many workers work at each restaurant?‒やcanや
take one of my most talented analysts half a day. They first need to query each data set, 

combine the results, and then spend a significant amount of time to ensure their results are 

correct╆を 

This is often a frustrating place to be for companies trying to make better use of their data, and 

it is tempting to think these growing pains can be avoided by being more rigorous with data 

fromや theや start╆や ”utや it‒sや rarelyや soや simple╆や ｠Lookingやback╇や Iや don‒tや think I‒dやhaveやdoneやmuchや
differently╆をや“smatやsaid. ｠It would have been foolish to spend valuable time and resources on 

this when we were trying to grow and find our identity. Frankly, I feel that the fact we even 

collected any data at all in our early days putsやusやaheadやofやtheやcurve‶をやInやfact╇やifやDigやhadやwantedや
to focus on this earlier, it is unclear whether the company would have been able to. It is difficult 

to build a solid data foundation in a vacuum, without people to use it day to day and suggest 

incrementalやimprovements╆やIt‒sやeasyやtoやthinkやtheseやissuesやonlyやaffectやlargeやlegacyやcompaniesや
with huge amounts of data and lumbering infrastructures, but no one is immune.  

This is only one example of the issues that can arise. Comparing simple metrics across data 

setsやcanやbeやaやchallenge╆やForやexample╇やconsiderや｠netやsalesをめdoes that include online orders? 

What about returns, refunds, and credits? And of course, things get more complicated when 

you start to compare completely different data sets, for example, in assessing the impact of 

staffing on sales.  

”eforeやtheyやcouldやsystematicallyやuseやtheirやdataやtoやassistやdecisionやmaking╇や“smat‒sやteamやhadやtoや
create processes that would take these disparate data assets and combine them into a database 

that could be used to quickly and efficiently answer questions む aや｠sourceやofやtruthを╆や｠Muchやofや
ourやworkやsoやfarやhasやbeenやaroundやgettingやourやinfrastructureやreadyやtoやsupportやtheseやdecisions╇をや
saidや“smat╇や｠andやwe‒veやinvestedやconsiderableやresourcesやintoやmakingやthisやhappenめincluding 

a teamやofやdataやengineersやthatやworkやcloselyやwithやmyやteam╆を 

A key part of creating such a database is deciding what tools to use to host it. The scale of data 

at most companies today makes simple desktop tools such as Microsoft Excel or Microsoft 

Access inadequate. Thankfully, there is a veritable cottage industry of companies that provide 
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cloud-based solutions for precisely this purpose. Among others, Dig uses Google BigQuery 

and Looker. Exhibits 2 and 3 provide screenshots of theseやtoolsやasやusedやbyや“smat‒sやteamやat 

Dig. 

Beyond the technical hurdles, culture can also get in the way of these efforts. Launching a 

project too early, based on a faulty data foundation, can backfire if it comes face to face with 

savvy executives who know their data inside out. As soon as they detect issues with initial 

results, their trust in the entire project is likely to vanish. 

｠We‒reやsoやfortunateやatやDig╇をや“smatやsaid╇や｠inやthatやtheやwholeやcompanyやisやonやboardやwithやmakingや
the company more data driven, from our CEO Adam Eskin down. Everyoneやunderstandsやit‒sや
an incremental process, andや thatや thereや willや beや hiccupsや alongや theや way╇や andや they‒reや veryや
supportiveやofやourやpushやtoやbuildやaやsolidやdataやfoundationやfirst╆やI‒veやpersonallyやfoundやwe‒veやbuiltや
a lot of goodwill by being fully transparent with the entire company. Instead of going away 

and working in isolation, we focus on small, achievable goals like producing dashboards that 

willやbeやimmediatelyやuseful╇やandやweやkeepやeveryoneやupやtoやdateやonやourやprogress╆を 

This is often a winning strategy. From a theoretical perspective, it is tempting to attempt an 

ambitious top-down redesign of every system and every dataset from the start. Such 

approaches often fail for a number of reasons. First, it is easy to underestimate the amount of 

work that will be required from the outset, which can result in multiple costly delays. Second, 

a top-down redesign sometimes requires tearing up current systems and starting from scratch 

む this means there is little to show until the very end of the project, which can exacerbate the 

impact of delays. Third╇や aや company‒sや operationsや andや correspondingや dataや collectionや
frameworks are rarely static む with a time-consuming top-down approach, the reality on the 

ground is likely to change before the project is complete, and by the time it is delivered, it is 

likely to be out of date. Finally, in implementing a top-down approach, it can be tempting to 

silo the efforts from the rest of the company after the initial project planning phase. This is 

invariably a bad idea む even the most thorough project plans are unlikely to capture every 

complexity in a business. 

Dig‒sやapproachやwas designed to avoid these pitfalls. By focusing on specific, pressing goals, 

Asmat and her team would be forced to maintain tight contact with relevant teams, and to 

produce directly actionable work at every step. Of course, the overall project from start to 

finish might take longer, but the results are guaranteed to produce value every step of the way. 

Asked for examples, Asmat‒sやeyesやlitやup. 

For a start, one of our most important decisions is what to put on our menu. We 

love rolling with the seasons む we change our menu seasonally, and often run short 

specials driven by what our farmers produce. Historically╇やwe‒veやalways relied on 

our sales data to issue a weekly reportや trackingや eachや product‒sや performance╆や
Unfortunately, these were static reports produced by one-off analyses, and over the 

years they grew into a mess of spreadsheets and Google Docs. So when it came to 

making decisions for the future based on year-on-year data, we just had to rely on 
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our intuition, which could be biased by our preferences. Forやexample╇やwe‒reやaやprettyや
healthyや bunchや atや Dig╇や andや there‒sや aや runningや jokeや inや theや officeや thatや weや eatや
conspicuously less mac and cheese than the rest of America! Using our new data 

foundation, we can pull up historical product performance data╇やandやI‒veやlostやtrackや
ofやallやtheやtimesやwe‒veやusedやthisやtoやmakeやsmarterやdecisionsやaboutやwhatやspecialやtoやrunや
(sometimes nixing things that sounded fun to us, but that the data revealed 

wouldn‒tや performや veryやwell《╆や Iや canや evenや thinkや ofや oneや instanceやwhereやwhatやweや
discovered affected our marketing efforts む our customers loved our Thanksgiving 

special, and so we really leaned in to the concept. 

Orやhere‒sやanother example, in a completely different area. One of our priorities at 

Dig is training our staff and helping them grow in their careers. One of the key 

indicators that a member of staff might be struggling is if they often fail to show up 

for their shifts. In the past, calculating the number of no-shows was a deeply 

laborious process, because it involved combining datasets from two sources む first, 

data from our scheduling system to check if the employee was supposed to show 

up, and then data from our payroll system to see if they actually showed up. Now 

thatやwe‒veやputやtheやsystemsやonやtheやsameやfooting╇やit‒sやamazingやhowやgranularやweやcanや
get. Not only can we identify individual employees of concern, we can also use a 

restaurant‒s performance as an indicator of the culture there and take remedial 

action if any location is lagging. Finally, we can provide valuable insights to our 

training team む if some specific roles tend to lead to more no-shows, perhaps we 

need to re-frame the role or how we train for it. 

Oh, and how could I forget food waste? We obviously want to make sure we use 

every last bit of food we order, but figuring out how much food a restaurant is 

wasting used to be such a headache. We had to combine sales data from every 

ordering system む in-store, delivery, catering, etc╊やむ use it to figure out how much 

we should have ordered and then compare it to data from our ordering system to 

figure out how much we did orderや〉youやwon‒tやbeやsurprisedやtoやhearやwe have multiple 

orderingや systemsや too《╆や “ndや don‒tや evenや getや meや startedや on how hard it was to 

compare these metrics across restaurants. Now, we can quickly rank our 

restaurants in order of how wasteful they are, and help our struggling restaurants 

learn from our efficient ones. 

Exhibit 4 shows an example of one of the dashboards Asmat‒sやteamやbuiltやasやpartやofやthisやeffort╇や
toやtrackやtheやperformanceやofやDig‒sやsupplyやchainやoverやtime╆ Before this latest effort, producing 

the dashboard might have taken an analyst the better part of a week. Now that the team has 

unified the datasets from which this dashboard feeds, it constantly updates and provides 

valuableやinsightsやtoやDig‒sやmanagementやteamやinやreal-time. 

“sやDigやembarkedやuponやitsやexpansion╇や“smat‒sやeyesやwere firmly set on empowering everyone 

at Digめfrom management to team members in restaurantsめwith the wealth of data she and 

her team had available. There was a lot of work left to do, but given the payoff so far, she was 
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confident her approach of working hand-in-hand with the business would produce results 

that would be worth the effort. ｠Comeやbackやnextやyearやandやlet‒sやhaveやthisやconversationやagain╉や
youやwon‒tやbeやableやtoやstopやmeやafterやjustやthree examples‶を 
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Exhibits 

Exhibit 1: Dig Inn – menu

 
 

Source: https://www.diginn.com/menu/  
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Exhibit 2: Screenshot of Dig’s BigQuery environment 

 

(Note: confidential details have been obscured) 

 

Source: Dig 
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Exhibit 3: Screenshot of Dig’s Looker instance 

 

(Note: confidential details have been obscured) 

 

Source: Dig 
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Exhibit 4: Screenshot of Dig’s Weekly Supply Chain Report 

 

(Note: parts of the image have been blurred and units have been obscured to hide confidential 

information. These plots do not simply represent item demand) 

Source: Dig 
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